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Abstract 
In Example Based Machine Translation (EBMT) research, there are three main approaches: Surface Based, 
Pattern Based and Structure Based approach. In Structure Based EBMT system, such as SSTC approach [1], 
it has a problem that it relies on two syntax parsers to analyze the translation examples, but robust syntax 
parsers are not always available. On the other hand, Chinese and Portuguese belong to two different 
language families and there exist grammatical deviation problem between them. In order to resolve the 
weakness of the Structure Based EBMT system and linguistic problems between Chinese and Portuguese, 
Tang and Wong [2] propose a new Portuguese to Chinese Machine Translation method and this method is 
based on a novel technology called Translation Corresponding Tree (TCT) which is an example based 
knowledge annotation method for Portuguese to Chinese translation. 
In this paper, it adopts the TCT annotation scheme and introduces the knowledge based construction and 
translation for Chinese to Portuguese MT. In this parper, it presents the additional problems during Chinese 
analysis and the corresponding solutions. In this research, it also proposes a conversion algorithm to reuse 
the existing translation knowledge of Portuguese to Chinese MT system, which represented in terms of TCT 
trees. Based on the transformation algorithm, the knowledge trees of Portuguese to Chinese translation is 
converted into that of the translation knowledge which can be used to facilitate the Chinese to Portuguese . 
By this conversion method, existing knowledge can be easily reused without having to re-construct the 
knowledge from scratch. Based on the research result of this paper, a Chinese to Portuguese prototyping 
machine translation system is implemented and the empirical results show that the MT system can achieve 
the translation accuracy of 85% in the domain of Macau Law statements. 
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